Website Analysis

Polite Winter:
1. The goal of this site is to show off work. It’s a collection of art pieces that the author did.
2. The intended audience are people whom are artists or that are looking for someone to paint an image.
3. This site is very successful at making it clear that it’s showing off someone’s work and it’s very successful at being interesting with it’s layout.
4. Something I would definitely change would be to give more credit to myself for doing the site and images because all that work went into it and it really doesn’t scream the authors name and who is conducting this whole thing.

Bear Skin Rug:
1. The goal of this site is to show off Kevin Cornell’s portfolio and to sell some of his work off of his site.
2. The intended audience are employers looking for a designer and people who are interested in art.
3. This site is very successful at showing off work while author’s abilities on the creating of websites.
4. Something I would definitely change would be to take a bit of information out of each page so there isn’t such an overwhelming sensation due to the information overload.

k10k:
1. The goal of this site is to allow different artists to post their work for people to view them.
2. The intended audience
3. This site is very successful at posting work of many different artists and getting there information out to the world and informing them of new things.
4. Something I would definitely change would be to make less of information on each page, because information overload isn’t good.